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Abstract
This study reports an ethnographic engagement with a relatively small group of
Southern Sudanese men and their communities living in Adelaide, South Australia. It
develops a grounded substantive theory about how Southern Sudanese men both
conceptualise and respond to trauma in forced migration and Australian resettlement
contexts.
Using a constructivist grounded theory design allowed the study to be informed by two
sets of experiences. Data were gathered from seventy in-depth interviews with twentyfour Southern Sudanese male participants, all of whom speak English and are often
leaders within the Adelaide Sudanese community. The study is also informed through
the researcher’s broader engagement with this community in the form of attending
celebrations, mourning ceremonies and special events. These interactions provide
important understandings for deconstructing powerful discourses on trauma,
resettlement and healing.
A key argument behind the study is that through media-based representations, political
commentary and a significant part of the academic literature, the dominant
understanding of the Sudanese community is often generated through a trauma focused
lens. The associated stories of the ‘refugee experience’ and isolated accounts of
violence in resettlement contexts can construct the community as traumatised and their
actions as the outcomes of war trauma. Whilst there is little argument that refugees
often experience very difficult and traumatic events, it does not necessarily follow that
they are indelibly damaged people. Critical engagement with participants’ stories and
the broader Sudanese community provides a justification for using a framework that not
only documents the impact of trauma in people’s lives but also how they respond to
such experiences.
The word ‘trauma’ is highly familiar to the study participants. It is something they
identify as having helped them to gain entry into refugee camps, acquire refugee status
and access services in Australia. In many respects, trauma represents a powerful
currency that helps refugees lay their claims for recognition as just that - refugees.
However, this recognition, while granting some benefits and resources, also limits
opportunities to participate as peers in civil society due to ‘othering’ dynamics.
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The extended engagement with these Sudanese men highlights that they have many
tools and knowledges with which to respond to profound difficulties and locate
appropriate social, spiritual and agential pathways to healing. It is argued, however, that
the exclusionary experiences of poverty, unemployment and racism can limit their
ability to access such resources. The frequently used participant expression of ‘walking
the line’ provides a metaphor for theorising how Sudanese participants negotiate a
workable synthesis between their past and present in resettlement contexts where they
must adapt to a new social reality. ‘Walking the line’ highlights the complexity of
navigating between two different social worlds and the associated challenges of
transnational movement and social transformation.
This study concludes that practitioners, researchers and policy makers also need to
‘walk the line’ through rethinking familiar perspectives on refugees, resettlement and
trauma. The value of trauma focused inquiry is not questioned, but its primacy must be
engaged critically and reflectively. This means validating and dignifying the impact of
trauma in people’s lives while considering their pathways to healing and agency. Such a
focus requires considering both past and present realities, and thinking about the
associated role of social work from interpersonal to broader systemic levels. This study
reinforces how professionals working with resettling communities need to conceptualise
practice beyond dichotomous perspectives and embrace complexity at the ‘pointy’ end
of ‘the line’.
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Glossary of Acronyms
ABC - Australian Broadcasting Corporation
ABS - Australian Bureau of Statistics
AMEP- Adult Migration English Program
CALD - Culturally and Linguistically Diverse
CPA - Comprehensive Peace Agreement (Sudan)
DIAC - Department of Immigration and Citizenship (Australia)
DSM IV - Diagnostic Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders
GTM - Grounded Theory Methodology
ICC - International Crimes Court (currently under The Hague)
IHSS - Integrated Humanitarian Services Strategy
IDP - Internally Displaced Person
NGO - Non Governmental Agency
NHMRC - National Health and Medical Research Council (Australia)
NIF - National Islamic Front
OAU - Organisation of African Unity
PTSD - Post-traumatic Stress Disorder
SAIL - Sudanese Australian Integrated Learning program incorporated
SBS - Special Broadcasting Service (Australia)
SGP - Settlement Grants Program
SORA - Sudanese Online Research Association
SPLA/M - Sudanese Peoples Liberation Army/ Movement
STSA - Sudanese Tertiary Student’s Association
TFPE - Trauma Focused Psychiatric Epidemiology
UN - United Nations
UNHCR - United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees
USCR - United States Committee for Refugees
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Reading Guide
This research was initially intended to focus on forced migration, but continually and
without exception the community interactions and participant interviews shifted the
focus onto resettlement issues. This shift represents the reason why the Sudanese men
chose to participate, as their interests and concerns, often at a community-based level,
relate to present- and future-based sentiments. Therefore, most participant quotes are
prefaced and written in the present tense. Chapters 5, 6, 7 and 8 in particular, which
discuss participants’ comments, are written predominantly in the present tense. The past
tense is used in sections outlining Sudanese history, to explicate the process of
conducting the research and in discussion. This writing approach, fluctuating between
present and past tenses to emphasise the importance of present-based inquiry and
reflection, locates the multiple contextual timeframes situated within the study.
Due to the study’s constructivist orientation and the researcher’s ethnographic
engagement with the Sudanese community in Adelaide, several sections are written in
the first person. This decision reflects the need to make myself, as the researcher, more
visible, and to further illustrate the interpersonal relationships built with the community
over several years.
Throughout the thesis, the term ‘the Sudanese community’ refers to the Southern
Sudanese community in Adelaide that participated in the study. It is not used to
designate the Sudanese community in general as this study cannot, nor does it
endeavour to, make representative claims about the Southern Sudanese people as a
whole. Similarly, where I refer to ‘the men’, this designates the Southern Sudanese men
who participated in the study. Participant comments are indented and formatted in
italics to make them identifiable from my writing and that of other authors. Numbers
are used to designate participants’ commentary (e.g. Participant 13) to make it more
apparent that this study draws on multiple interviewee comments rather than on one
particularly profound interview. Almost all participants stated that their real names
could be used. I have declined to do so due to obligations related to ethics approval for
conducting the research. This decision also relates to what Bourdieu (1999: 1) writes
about documenting people’s stories of social suffering:
How can we not feel anxious about making private worlds public, revealing
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confidential statements made in the context of a relationship based on a trust that
can only be established between two individuals? True, everyone we talked to
agreed to let us use their statements as we saw fit. But no contract carries as
many unspoken conditions as one based on trust. (original emphasis)

Recognising the relationships developed over the period of several years and the
unknown ramifications of research, participants are de-identified. It is with respect that I
endeavour to elevate their voices where possible while remaining mindful of research’s
unanticipated impacts and the need to de-identify their narratives.
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